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Rossmoor and Trilogy play table tennis tournament
Rossmoor Table Tennis Club hosted Trilogy Table Tennis Club on Saturday August 30th in an 
exciting tournament with both  singles and doubles matches being played.  The singles group 
consisted of five groups of eight players, four from each side,  and the doubles four groups of six 
players, three from each  side.   Results were as follows:
Singles:  Matches: Trilogy 46 to Rossmoor 33; (Games) 104 to 80
Rossmoor was the winner in Group D with 19 to 17 games, (matches was actually a draw with 8 
to each side)
Doubles:  Matches: Trilogy 21 to Rossmoor 15; (Games)   50 to 37
The combined Singles plus Doubles (club results) was won by Trilogy 67 to 48 with Rossmoor 
Group B winning 14 to 11.
A  complete listing of the tournament results can be seen by members on the club website by 
going to the RTTC member info tab and selecting tournaments:

http://rossmoorttc.wordpress.com/membership-info/tournaments/
As in previous tournaments Trilogy brought some very strong players including some new to 
Rossmoor competitors.  Rossmoor had many players participating for the first time in a club 
tournament and this contributed to the fun time that was had by all.
Trilogy brought their computer based scoring program with them and this was an excellent 
opportunity for Rossmoor TTC club to see the advantages of a real time match/game scoring 
application being used in a tournament. 
Rossmoor provided a selection of snacks and drinks throughout the day for both sides to enjoy.  
Thanks to Susie Chiang and Shirley Wang for their hard work, special thanks go to  Susie who 
was also playing in the tournament .  Thanks also to Len Boone and Song Chen for their work in 
organizing the tournament, and to the many other club members who gave a helping hand.
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